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Sold To The Sheikh Club
For Peter Lim, own CF, one of Spain’s most successful football clubs, has been “incredibly good for networking”, allowing the billionaire investor to join the to ...
Valencia owner Peter Lim: ‘I own a football club and see what happens next. It’s nothing more’
Derby were close to being taken over by Derventio Holdings (UK) Limited, but the deal was never closed despite EFL approval for the club to be sold to Dubai-based Abu Dhabi royal Sheikh Khaled bin ...
Erik Alonso reveals Derby County transfer plan and when takeover will be confirmed
Following the conclusion of that campaign, the club was sold to Sheikh Mansour, bringing an end to a chaotic year in City's history. Shinawatra simply didn't have the knowledge of the sport ...
What happened to the three Thai players that signed for Manchester City in 2007?
The footballing world has been in revolt since the proposed Super League was announced. Despite the fact that it was yelled down in a matter of days, it ...
Arsenal: The Kroenke’s destroyed their credibility, they must sell
Manchester City are a club that have become synonymous with extravagant transfer market spending since Sheikh Mansour's takeover in 2008. A club that used to be struck in mediocrity has been ...
Sancho, Sane, Iheanacho: Manchester City's XI of sold players is brilliant
A deal to sell the club to Derventio Holdings, who were effectively owned by Sheikh Khaled bin Saquer Zayed Al Nayhan, a cousin of Manchester City owner Sheikh Mansour, was agreed in November but ...
Derby County: Owner Mel Morris agrees to sell club to No Limit Sports Limited
It is no secret that ever since the day he walked into Manchester in 2008, Sheikh Mansour has made becoming ... City were the first club to pull out and perhaps the last to join, too.
Chris Hatherall: It may not fill the heart with joy — but Man City deserved this achievement
Should City sell Sterling? Please leave feedback to help us improve the site: ...
Should City sell Sterling?
Nassel Al-Khalaifi and Sheikh Mansour have ploughed billions into ... of the world’s greatest footballing talent. As the Ligue 1 club continued their moves up the stairs of Europe’s elite ...
Manchester City - PSG: how much money have both clubs spent in recent years?
While his impact on the field for the Citizens was limited, the midfielder does represent part of an important period in the club’s modern ... worst arrivals of the Sheikh Mansour reign.
The last gasp of pre-Guardiola Man City: Why Javi Garcia's failure was a Premier League turning point
The colt, named Regal Parade, won three races for the sheikh but was sold at the end of his three-year-old season ... Prix Guillaume d'Ornano winner and Prix du Jockey Club runner-up Saint Baudolino; ...
A Pivotal moment in the recent history of Godolphin
By that point, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum had ... On Derby day, folks living on Longfield sell parking spots in their yards for as much as $50. This year, one of their own will be ...
The Derby, the Sheikh and the Missing Princess (Or: How Human Rights Became the Talk of a Horse Race)
With that being said however, Mike McGrath of the Telegraph understands that Manchester City's owner Sheikh Mansour remains 'totally committed' to the football club, despite the Etihad side being ...
Sheikh Mansour makes decision on ownership of Man City after European Super League collapse
Manchester City's billionaire owner, Sheikh Mansoor, has sunk a fortune into the club since buying it in 2008 ... Many more shirts could be sold in other parts of Asia, but none offer the ...
The resources and power of Sheikh Mansoor makes this deal a seismic moment for the A-League
(Reuters) - Derby County on Wednesday agreed a deal to sell the Championship ... Abu Dhabi billionaire Sheikh Khaled bin Zayed Al Nehayan was interested in buying the club last year but that ...
Derby to be bought by No Limits Sports Limited subject to EFL approval
In 2019, the Jockey Club unveiled a portrait of Sheikh Mohammed to honour his contribution to horseracing, the Newmarket economy and various good works including a statue of the Queen, saying it ...
Revealed: the huge British property empire of Sheikh Mohammed
(Even Abdel-Fatah asked to speak to us in Cairo, away from Sharm el-Sheikh.) Abdel-Fatah was secretary of the Maritime Sports Club in the 1980s ... (one of which Salem sold to Mubarak for pennies ...
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